
— create a "blueprint" for a thing (e.g., a t!l to use, a toy or game to play, a 
law to be enacted, etc.), taking into a!ount and thinking broadly about its e"ect on 
way of life.  in your blueprint, a#re$ the fo%owing questions: What is it for?  Who 
does it a"ect? What is the medium?

— create a user manual or articulate a Manifesto of your vision for your 
design in the context of its use.  Precision is a virtue.  Describe in as much 
pertinent detail to convey your design.

NOTE: The i&er l'p of "designing for economics" should also be considered 
(but not as the primary aim).  At the same time, "improve way of life!" should not be 
the direct purpose of the design; rather, way of life should be a consequence of 
what you design (function) and how it is to manifest itself in the world (form).  

Part 1: blueprint + manual or manifesto
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Part 2: p"r case study
team up (in groups of 2 or 3 within your section) and perform a critical analysis 
of design blueprint + manual/manifesto for a p(r (500-750 words).  it should 
include analyses of function-and-form and means-and-ends, as we% as a Critique of 
the design in the context of its use: what values are expre$ed in the way it is 
designed?  What are its potential consequences (g'd or bad)?  Might there be any 
unintended consequences?  What does it say about "how we would want to live with 
our technologies", i.e,  what way of life does it encourage?

Part 3: short-form fictional na#ative
write a short-form fictional na)ative (750-1000 words) that expre$es the use, 
experience, and e"ect of your own design in an everyday se*ing.  Help the reader 
inhabit a world, way of life, or society that includes your design.  it can be set in the 
present or the near future (f(l fr( to articulate underlying a$umptions, e.g., "in 
the future where self-driving cars are the predominant mode of transportation...") 

Deliverables
1) polished poster (in pdf format) of part 1
2) p(r critical analysis (500-750 words)
3) short form na)ative (750-1000 words) https://artful.design/think66


